POSITION: Development Intern
DEPARTMENT: Real Estate
REPORTS TO: Sr. Vice President, LandCo
LOCATION: Salt Lake City
Growing renewable energy company in Salt Lake City, UT seeks a highly motivated Development Intern to join the
Real Estate team. The successful candidate will have an aptitude for spatial analysis and a passion for renewable
energy. This is an entry level position, but a relevant field of study and internship experience are preferred.
Proficiency in ArcGIS is a requirement. Part-time during the academic year and full time in the summer is preferred.
$10-15 per hour (depending on experience) with an immediate start.
Principal Duties and Responsibilities:
Preform GIS-driven suitability analysis for origination campaigns and due diligence on acquisition targets
Produce accurate and meaningful maps with a high visual impact
Build upon and maintain existing GIS library, reach out to organizations and jurisdictions to fill data holes
Maintain and update sPower property holdings pipeline in Google Earth Pro
Assist Real Estate team with property acquisitions and closings
Provide general support to the Real Estate team
Desired Skills and Experience:
BA/BS in process (or Graduate work) with an excellent academic record, GIS emphasis is preferred
Proficiency in the MS Office Suite and ArcGIS is required
Database experience is a plus
Application:
Submit resume, cover letter, and references to James Leabman at JLeabman@sPower.com.
About sPower:
Headquartered in Salt Lake City, with offices in San Francisco and New York City, sPower (Sustainable Power Group)
is an owner and operator of utility and distributed electrical generation systems across the US. sPower is actively
buying solar PV assets in any stage of development, as well as seeking to acquire operating solar projects in North
America. sPower is a portfolio company of Fir Tree Partners, a leading global investment fund with more than 20
years of investing history and approximately $14BB of capital under management. sPower’s three-prong operating
strategy consists of a balance between 1) developing early stage projects; 2) acquiring and then running late-stage
sustainable energy projects; and 3) procuring fully operational assets. sPower’s unprecedented growth (acquisition
of Tioga Energy’s operating assets; merger with Fir Tree Partner-backed developer of solar projects, Silverado Power;
and acquisition of Bosch North American operating assets) has secured its position as a leader in the renewable
energy industry. sPower uniquely possesses the leadership, vision, ability and resources to plan, fund, purchase,
build, own and operate complex energy installations across a variety of segments. For more information,
visit www.sPower.com.

